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Synopsis

The knowledge described throughout this work were acquired
during the various Incarnations that the author and writer lived
and witnessed, and developed over all previous experience physical
as well as the latter. The proof of this is that it was written by the
Spirit, as well as all of the above have been already published as
assessed by experts in the field of ancient science. Concerning the
World of spirituality, with the purpose of bringing aid to the
people, to be taken to wake up by themselves, and thus evolve
spiritually. As such these works were dedicated at a time of changes
in the Spiritual Universe, in which the author presented the facts
and knowledge originated in previous Reincarnations, referring to
the physical body, Mind, Spirit and Soul.
Him can access and make use of such knowledge prior to his last
physical birth, and can describe them and apply them even in life
force. Only that this work has a special feature unlike any other
previously written. In this the author goes further. Abandon all
your past experiences and lessons as Reincarnations earlier, and
passes through the doors of the Future, and enters the Great Void
Everlasting to include the whole. And it is from this Plan and
includes everything merges, who as Son of Light, that his writing
of the Infinite Spirit of the Times, for your gift as a way to
illuminate the paths to your future.
Grateful
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Chapter I
The hyperactive Indigo Children
It is the year 1962, and finished the Age of Leo, which
remained for a period of two millennia. For approximately the last
hundred years was that, many babies were born or dubbed Indigo
children's future. These fantastic children began to rise as we know
in large quantities due to the need that existed at the time of
evolution as a species. As such the mission that brought initially
was to help in the reform of all existing systems in Social and
Educational Humanity.
Except that it did not happen fast enough to match, due to
entrenched societies and religions, as well as the non-acceptance by
parents and educators of these spectacular Indigo children, as
gifted children, which fell by about 85% of births worldwide this
time around the year 1955. After their birth these light beings had
many times the size of the head a little higher in the rest of the
body. This was due to a greater amount of mass head, thus having a
greater capacity for reason of all that beheld the brain. One other
notable peculiarity that distinguishes them from other children they
considered normal, was the fact that they have big eyes and fix
other people eyes.
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This setting was because the Indigos have a very strong perception
of light, and could have the privilege to read the auras of other
people, with extreme ease. Also saw angels and other beings of
Light, had premonitions and predicted events, accompanied by
great intuitive power. They were also holders of a powerful brain
structure very different as regards the use of the potential of
hemispheric. The left less developed, representing the right side of
the physical body. And the right to clear cut more developed than
the spiritual. This allowed had the ability to go beyond the
intellectual, most of these parents as they witnessed these events as
well as more relevant, and do not feel qualified to deal with these
children as normal.
These parents often sought in the medical findings that would lead
to discern, who actually their children were and what they were
born. But to live with the medical science, and was not yet well
developed, consolidated at the beginning it was not of facts
belonging to a higher spiritual nature. They began to put them on
the fringe of society and to regard them as being hyperactive, so
during the term of this century these Indigo children, who have
always been rising over the Scale but rarely, then had to start
fighting against this type of human discrimination. Many of those
who had the patience and courage to be able to reach adulthood
without being played in its evolution, able to develop certain
specific skills, through their human cells, causing them to change
certain provisions to remain in the Society, as part of their faces
and ways of being, as human beings that were overdeveloped
achieved these remarkable achievements, for that time. And families
began to accept them, respect them and take pride in having
someone with these special gifts in the family.
Society in general found that was not so well with these Indigos,
and admitted them as potential sources of structural development,
the changes they had to do originally.
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They were then initiating the necessary changes, abolishing old
habits, beliefs, changing the guidelines that existed on Earth
previously imposed by beings more avant-garde, implementing new
ways of living for future evolution of the entire human race,
thereby bringing a new Peace on Earth.
But the mission that led to the earth at that time was not yet
complete, in his quest for survival down these Indigo beings to
adapt to the Society going later start to change them. Had to serve
more than part of the intellect, taking most of them have dropped a
veil over the spiritual evolution, which was also part of their
missions in general. Thus giving rise to many disagreements
between families, social classes, religions and countries, drawing
many of them to war. They felt they needed support for this part
was as delicate as Spirituality. They joined then all those who
needed to evolve spiritually, whether Indigo or not by asking the
Cosmos of Light to send reinforcements, as they had much of an
unimpeded path to a new Human Spiritual Awakening.
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Chapter II
The Crystal Children with Autism
The age of Leo and the beginning of new era ruled by
Aquarius which is justified for a further period of time, 2000 years,
it had its beginning on February 4, 1962. By this time as a result of
a rare alignment of the Sun with the Milky Way, a new color born
and stayed for the next two millennia, as a motivator of spiritual
change. The hitherto existing colors that persisted through this
time, such as red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, and indigo
blue, then came to them to join the new color the crystal Universe.
Assuming that these colors formed the Human Auras, after the
births of babies since that time, a vast majority of them came to be
born with the color Crystal. They then came largely replace the birth
of Indigo as well as other beings with other colors of Auras.
They had all the capabilities of the earlier pioneers and explorers
Indigos, and more. When they began to incarnate as human, his
mission represented the next stage of human spiritual evolution.
Were classified as spiritual warriors, and soon began teaching small
since the virtues of Dimensional. And because their energies are
anchored in the Sixth Dimension, had the ability to open the Ninth
Dimension that gave the name of Christ Consciousness. That way
they could enter the Peace, Love and Harmony among the other
beings in other Auric colors.
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They testified how to live lives empowered, as well as recognition of
all his powers were confined to the human race. Thus came also
assist in connection with the divine energies, due to the high
spiritual power they had. A very private individual who also had to
communicate was through the eyes. They looked deeply into the eyes
of others to feel the Auras of them, was their way of identifying
other beings, an aged to introduce this form of communication over
time, giving up the spoken language and gestures, passing just to
communicate telepathically.
These Crystal children have also suffered at the beginning of its
incarnations, because most of them come from their first
Reincarnation, hence a new world completely unknown to them,
because they were previously only Cosmic Light.
To overcome these shortcomings of previous experiences, helped
themselves to the mothers and sometimes their parents, who signed
contracts before they were born as a shelter, the Society only and
only until the age of seven years. These parents and other caregivers
were the first to feel that something strange was happening in the
relationship between them and these Crystal children, something
that has not happened to other children born earlier. This fact was
due to these children right from babies; they can access the registry
of the Aura, and therefore could feel the anger, tension, their
parents entailed in their subconscious, starting at how to begin to
change the behaviors of these parents. Among several behaviors
that these children had Crystal, one of them was their personal
energy powers, worthy of great spiritual masters.
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Other multidimensional skills that come with them were having the
ability to read people's energy fields, so how to move large objects
and weights through the mind, could read books without opening
them as well as the levitation of bodies, due to the extraordinary
capabilities Crystalline unusual that these children had, only
parents and guardians or other more developed spiritual beings.
Interacting with them the feeling is that they could identify who
they were. And that brought the mission to accomplish on Earth;
the latter gave them the name of peacemakers among others Sacred
in vogue by humans, the others who had not been touched by these
children Spiritual Light Crystal, they began to put aside in Society,
as they did with the Indigo, considering the crazy or autistic.
Only to the extent that the more children were born in Crystal
increasing amounts. These beings of light more antiquated, were
affected by the new Crystal Light. And many are forced to change
their concepts to these children regardless of their ages Crystalline,
moving to a new consciousness born within them, leading to
rushing into a new spiritual awakening.
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Chapter III
The Crystal Children / Indigo
At that time during the transition, most babies born
Planetary Crystal, their auras were the color of pure crystal, after
starting to develop to an older adult, many of them to be
misunderstood by the Society that region. They chose to hide their
original cravings and that if the intended to do. Many have chosen
though opposed by living in an intellectual way, many times a
decision of the Society.
These beings, because they have a system very advanced bio-rhythm,
not giving vent spiritual energies, which retained in themselves,
were forced many times to gain certain habits of dependencies, as
consumption of drugs, hard drugs, or alcoholism among others.
Which in time led to atrophy were increasingly in primary essence?
Many of them are dying with advanced age but these aspects have,
often unconsciously, to enforce some of their visits to Earth, other
Crystal / Indigo, who when the spark of Light Spiritual touched
them, and was streaked color Indigo. These could easily situate
some of its energy on Earth. Why could apply energy Indigo or
Crystal as a form of self-defense. Later when the ages have
changed, most of them are updated by changing the color indigo,
which had for the entire crystal.
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There were also spiritual beings of Light Crystal, these even rarer to
find, they have always been rising over the millennia, though more
narrowly. These pioneers were the first crystal, known as Buddha,
Christ and other Masters of Light Realized or Enlightened. Who
had already made all the wheel rises up Reincarnations Spiritual
totals? And decided to do one last Reincarnation them to be one of
the hallmarks of Spiritual Light, or the future of other beings as
they follow their footsteps Crystal Sacred.
Many of them were never identified, who were discovered in
general were killed or burned alive regarded those as witches, or
mad because they rebelled against the ways that societies had for
their peers not accepting them.
Because of these barbaric events, Crystal beings as they began to
feel that their frank complacency, humility and love, was not well
accepted by Moor other beings more economically affluent. Who
held high positions in the Social World, and served this power to
kill whoever he was, to bring new hopes of progress poorer classes.
Thus passed during a good part of life to live hooded, patiently
applying their skills to others without making themselves known
and get noticed, because one of the largest capacities that the beings
of Light Crystal had was to heal the illnesses of other beings,
whether animals or humans, due to its facilities to penetrate the
souls of these beings and leading them to heal from there. And
therefore, after that they felt their souls strengthened by Spiritual
Energy.
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Chapter IV
Crystal Adults
Only the end of the twentieth century, these beings
Crystalline either as adults or older, who had begun to feel out of
the shadows, and apply all his gifts as a function of others, helping
and healing the most without feeling fear for anything or anyone.
As well as teaching in schools and other educational
establishments, new waves of Crystal Children began to be born
from that time.
Such changes were bound to happen because as people of color also
Crystal, the universe began to feel a greater quantity of crystalline
light, causing them to wake up even more than they already were,
going to have a greater power of nature Spiritual Energy. Because
of this change the new Light Crystal Planet, began to relocate the
beings that were basically carbon for crystalline beings.
These new DNA sequences only exist in higher dimensional levels.
This change has been great traction bodies now have only two
DNA sequences to 1,024 sequences, this does not affect only
humans but also all vertebrates and invertebrates, like everything
else he lived and remained at the top of the Earth. Like plants, fish,
trees and even the water becomes pure crystal.
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Human beings as a whole had to get rid of their old prejudices that
kept them tied to the 3rd dimension, both mentally and physically,
starting a new path to tread Spiritual higher. As all these changes
were needed in human evolution were extremely fast. But most
people did not feel ready, how not live spiritually, served only the
physical body and mind as well as everything that was created by
her. These ancient humans, naturally those who have accepted these
new changes in his being passed easily and quickly this new set of
changes, which it gave the new DNA sequence.
Only the remaining, who was the majority of the world, began to
suffer increasingly from new diseases and diseases previously
unknown to the medical and scientific at the time, although it
evolved a little mental and physical fields, spiritual but not in the
field, with the sole exception of small groups that are especially
dedicated to these types of cures, the compounds which were in
general by Indigo / Crystal and Crystal pure. Crystalline these
beings were then begun to be sought by people to be treated and
cured, as it had for many centuries earlier, before being discovered
and applied to modern medicine. These beings of Crystal Light, for
their remarkable ability to penetrate the souls of these patients, and
heal through the Light They began to be called the Trustees of
Souls.
These names appeared because many humans have never despised,
its geological roots came from ancient tribes, who continue to
perpetuate from generation to generation the teachings and
practices of their ancestors. With regard to treatments or healers
also called Trustees. They began to admit this Crystalline and
venerate them as they did to their ancestors. It was everything that
Crystal beings older patiently waited for centuries to serve those in
need, in a clear, without themselves being cursed or go feed the
fires.
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Chapter V
Symptoms of the New Light Crystal
These Trustees of Souls older and experienced, which were
also sometimes known as Cause of Light workers was through the
spiritual light that those patients treated early, as they have
evolved by themselves or with the help of the most developed. They
failed to apply this energy of love which also called to treat, and it
began to borrowers and drove it directly to the souls of these beings,
leaving behind the old and traditional treatment processes, which
helped the sick just mentally and physically to pass them through to
heal the Soul.
Why were these souls, who were the roots of all the possible
diseases that affected most of the human race? During this
adaptation result, most people felt quite confused. They were
accustomed to having certain physical and mental symptoms, and
others were beginning to feel completely different and
unidentifiable, both for them and for the medical classes, but not
for the Trustees of Souls. These Masters of Crystalline energy then
began to spread out their tasks and what they proposed, and
worked at will. Liam Souls as they did previously with the Indigo
Auras, only just so perceptive.
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